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ABSTRACT 
This thesis contains three major parts. The first part 
is to study the application of symmetrical component theory 
to an unbalanced system. Phasor diagrams of actual data are 
provided to show the effects of an unbalanced system on 
harmonic components. The Y-/). transfo:r111er connection lS 
studied for balanced and unbalanced systems in the presence 
of harmonics. The assumption that the Y-~ transfoL1t1er rids 
•the system of the third harmonic lS tested by injecting 
balanced and unbalanced harmonic current components into a 
Y-Ji transfo:r111er. 
The second part is to test the accuracy of some of the 
nonlinear models that were developed for balanced systems, 
using unbalanced systems. The newly developed time domain 
controlled current source model for n-pulse drive loads, and 
the voltage source model for arc furnace loads, are used as 
examples. These models are tested and modified to handle 
unbalanced systems in the presence of harmonics. The single 
phase and three phase models for both then-pulse drive and 
the arc furnace are compared for different percentages of 
unbalance in a power system. 
•The third part of the thesis examines the assumptions 
made in the calculations of the apparent power and the power 
factor for unbalanced power systems in the presence of 
CLEiASON UNIVERSITY LIB RARY 
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harmonics. The equivalent value of the apparent power, 
which is commonly used, is compared with the corresponding 
three phase power to investigate the accuracy of the three 
phase component. An unbalance measure is proposed and used 
to show the difference between the equivalent and three 
phase apparent power calculations as the unbalance in the 
system increases. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Sources of wavefor1rt distortion are becoming more 
numerous in power systems.• The development of power 
electronics and the increased number of switched power 
semiconductor devices have caused the power to be 
transmitted with distorted wavefo:r1r1s. The understanding of 
the properties of the power system components with 
nonsinusoidal waveforms may be important for power quality 
and power transmission efficiency[l]. 
Power System Harmonics 
What is Harmonics? 
•Har1r1onic pollution in electrical networks lS caused by 
nonlinear components that produce nonlinear voltage and 
current relationships. The harmonic levels of a system 
depend on the electrical characteristics. Any change 
network configuration or in network component parameter 
values affect hai:1rtonic levels. 
What is the Source of Harmonics? 
Harmonics can occur at different levels with the 
connection or replacement of lines, shunt elements, and 
transformers[2]. Nonlinear loads such as adjustable speed 
drives, static power converters, battery chargers, static 
2 
• 
var compensators, mercury arc lamps, computers, fluorescent 
lamps, and TV sets, have high harmonic content[3]. 
What Problems do Har1c1onics Create? 
Harr11onics cause an increase in system losses, equipment 
damage by overvoltages and overcurrents, communication and 
protective equipment interference, and hinder the control of 
equipment[4]. Through the study of harrnonics, distortion 
factors, equipment heating, filter design, induction watt­
hour meters, and capacitor bank placement can be better 
investigated[S]. Currents that supply non-linear loads have 
high harmonic contents. Current haL1r1onic components reduce 
the power factor, creating higher line losses for utilities. 
Voltage harmonic components cause problems with shunt 
capacitors when the kVA values are exceeded, or the fuses do 
not operate properly[6]. 
How are Har1r1onic Problems Solved? 
It is very important to analyze the harrr1onics produced 
by the addition of a distorting load to a power system. It 
is also important to deterrrtine the effectiveness of proposed 
•solutions to existing system harr11onic problems. HaIICtOnlC 
currents from existing and future harmonic-generating loads 
must be studied to ensure that the voltage wavefo:r111 
distortion at load buses is under the admissible level. 
Predictions of the harmonic content of nonlinear loads can 
be achieved through analytical and digital-simulation 
approaches[3). It is essential to measure har1c1onics 
3 
accurately for filter design and to determine the stress on 
instrumentation[?]. 
Transformer Connections in the Presence 
of Harmonics 
Ha:r111onics •create various problems for trans f o:r111ers. 
The delta-connected transformers rid the line currents of 
triplen harmonics, but do not protect the transfor1r1er 
windings. The harmonics circulate in the windings and 
produce additional heating. Large loads that have a great 
amount of harmonics must be de-rated to prevent these 
problems. The har111onics of the current flow through the 
line and transformer impedances. The voltage harmonics in a 
system increase, since the line and transformer reactances 
are proportional to frequency. The triplen ha:rrrtonic 
•currents of the individual phases add directly in the 
•neutral, since they are zero-sequence. This results 1.n 
heating, insulation wear, and other losses[6]. 
System Unbalance 
The increased use of electronic devices in three-phase 
networks creates unbalance, along with non-sinusoidal 
•conditions[8]. The degree of network unbalance lS 
deter1r1ined by the network composition and operation. It is• 
important to consider the degree of influence that the 
unbalance of the electrical network has on the generation of 
non-characteristic harmonics[9]. Unbalanced loads affeet 
•the power factor and increase the cost of energy. Load 
4 
unbalance can cause the perforrr1ance of a distribution system 
to deteriorate. The unbalance produces asymmetry which may 
be harrr1ful for customers' loads, and contribute to reduced 
supply quality. The supply voltage asymmetry may cause 
problems with the induction motors and power electronic 
equipment of the distribution system. Unbalanced power does 
not result from power oscillations [10]. Many definitions 
•used to evaluate the flow of electric energy in power 
networks are not •adequate for economic studies when 
nonsinusoidal voltage and current are present and / or when 
unbalanced loads cause current and voltage asymmetry [11] . 
Non-characteristic harmonics generated under unbalanced 
conditions can be harmful since the protective measures are 
normally designed for balanced systems[4]. 
Operation of a six-pulse converter causes imbalance in 
the generation and flow of harmonic signals[12]. The 
unbalanced har1rtonics generated from power source 
disturbances and the fluctuation of the de load causes the 
generation of unbalanced harmonic currents in an ac / dc 
converter[3]. 
Load Modeling 
• 
To protect against equipment loss and interference, it 
becomes necessary to conduct harmonic analysis using load 
models. The n-pulse drive and the arc furnace are two 
examples of non-linear loads that are considered in this 
thesis. 
5 
N-Pulse Drive 
Solid-state power converters that utilize SCR's or 
diodes in a six-pulse bridge configuration and the ac 
current and voltage waveform distortion associated with 
these power converters, has been commonly classified as the 
study of harmonics due to the method of analysis. For 
harmonic analysis, converters are modeled as ac injected 
current harmonic sources. 
The ha:r:111onic source 1 / h current model determines the 
order and magnitude of the haIIttonic currents drawn by a six­
pulse converter, using the following equations: 
h = 6k ± 1, k = 1, 2, 3, • • • 
- • 
The characteristics of harmonics are deteirttined by 
perfo:rrrLing a Fourier series calculation on the square wave 
current. The drawback of this model is that the 1 / h values 
are often the theoretical maximum. 
The classical harmonic current source model results 
lower harmonic magnitudes. The harmonics are derived from a 
half-wave symmetrical waveform. The commutation angle, 
which varies conversely with the SCR phase retard or firing 
angle, slopes off the vertical portions of the square wave. 
This lowers the percentage ha:rrnonic currents from those 
derived from a 1/h calculation and attenuates the higher 
order har1r1onics. The per-unit value of any ha:r:111onic with a 
6 
high firing angle and low commutation reactance, or the ac 
system inductance, should never exceed 1/h. The highest 
actual injected current magnitude for at least the lower 
order ha:rrr1onics tended to be at the minimum firing angle 
corresponding to full load, under full voltage conditions. 
The drawback of the classical model is the assumption that 
there is an infinite inductance on the de output of the 
converter, and that commutation resulted in a perfectly 
flat-topped current wave. 
The harrnonic current source models incorporating ripple 
take into account the doubled-humped or rippled current in 
the converter input ac current, resulting in a significantly 
different distribution of harmonic magnitudes than those 
determined by the classical model. The FFT method 
constructs an actual current wavefo:rrrt by incremental step­
by-step integration, instead of multiplying (1/L) times the 
integral of the voltage quantity applicable twice each half 
cycle, and assuming the humps represent parts of sinusoidal 
waves, as in previous methods. In the FFT method, the 
constituent harmonics are determined by using software to 
conduct a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), from the time domain 
current function. Even harmonics result when a drive 
regulator is improperly tuned with excessive gain, producing 
•asymmetry in SCR firing, which then causes the higher hump 
to lead on the positive half-cycle, and trail on the 
negative half-cycle. When even harmonics exist, the 
waveform is not half-wave symmetrical[l3]. 
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A time domain controlled current source(CCS) model has 
been proposed for a multi-phase converter drive in which the 
Electromagnetic Transients Program (EMTP) (14] is used for 
simulation, and thyristor functions are used for thyristor 
switching. Since only T/ 2 thyristors are needed for every T 
thyristors present, this model is advantageous . 
•In using load flow algorithms to conduct harnionic 
studies, it is necessary to accurately model the loads and 
other power components. A relationship between voltage and 
current in the time and frequency domain, and current 
injection in just the frequency d omain, are used to model 
non-linear loads. The actual measurements required for the 
•current injection method are often not available. It lS 
also difficult to deter1rtine voltage and current 
relationships in the frequency domain. Time domain models 
require more computation but allow for individual simulation 
of each component of the non-linear load, while load side 
parameters and operating conditions are also considered. 
Thyristors are seen as time controlled switches. A multi­
phase converter drive is simulated using a CCS. Since each 
thyristor is not modeled individually for this model, it can 
be modified to represent a general n-pulse operation of an 
m-phase converter drive. The model includes the frequency 
domain current injection and depends on the DC side load, AC 
side bus voltage, and firing angle. This model is verified 
with the simulations from EMTP, using the converter drive as 
a load, and the thyristors as time controlled switches. The 
8 
current source model is• •also verified using the IEEE 
Standard 519[15], by studying parameters of the total 
harmonic distortion of the line current (ITHD) [16]. 
Arc Furnace 
Because arc furnaces require a large amount of power 
•and have continuous, varying, operating cycles, the 
harmonics that they produce present a unique problem [ 1 7] . 
The high-current path inductances and electric arc burning 
between the electrodes and the melting mass as common back-
plate, produce power quality problems[18]. An arc furnace 
places stress on a power system by excessive voltages and 
currents (resonance near predominant harmonic) , 
ferroresonance-like activity (energizing furnace 
transformers) , and switching related problems (current and 
virtual current chopping) (19]. The arc furnace harmonic 
currents are random and asymmetrical, which reduces the 
effectiveness of •passive filtering and produces a large 
amount of low order even harmonics[17]. Arc furnaces used 
• 
•in steel production are maJor causes of voltage 
fluctuations, which may cause flicker or luminosity 
variations of lamps. Methods to reduce flicker include 
decreasing furnace power, increasing short-circuit power at 
the point of common coupling, and installing an apparatus 
•for flicker compensation. Installing an apparatus lS 
preferable by both the arc-furnace customer and the utility. 
•Accuracy lS important with harmonic flicker compensation, 
9 
which can be just as costly as the actual arc furnace, 
depending on the ratio of the supply network short circuit 
power to the rated apparent power of the arc furnace[20]. 
The types of apparatus include static-var-compensators(SVC) 
installed in plants feeding arc furnaces, series inductors 
inserted on the supply side of the furnace transfor1rter, and 
a simulation of the electric plant supplying the arc 
furnace. The most convenient apparatus is the simulated 
plant, that can be used to study the effects of compensation 
systems on arc and flicker behavior, voltage and current 
distortion factor, power factor, and furnace active/ non-
active power. For the different values of arc length, the 
electric plant feeding the arc furnace and the electric arc 
are simulated by EMTP. The characteristic curves of the arc 
furnace can be plotted for both single-phase and three-phase 
plant configuration[21]. 
Models in general, can be used to dete:r:111ine ha:rrrionic current 
flows and voltage levels. The results are then used to 
predict •various measurements and to investigate design 
techniques[S]. The three methods that include a) when a 
ha:r:1c1onic-producing device is modeled as a supply voltage­
dependent current source, b) when Newton type algorithms are 
used simultaneously, and c) a variation of the latter with 
the for111ulation of the system equation or power flow 
equation, have been extended to the case of unbalanced 
three-phase systems by recasting the system equation and the 
device equations in the multi-phase domain[4]. 
10 
Calculation of Power Corwonents in an 
Unbalanced System 
The many definitions for the power components that are 
creating conflicting studies of nonsinusoidal waveforms, are 
summarized •in [ 2 2] and [ 2 3] . The conventional power-
component definition proposed by C.I. Budeanu under 
nonsinusoidal conditions, defines the active power P, 
reactive power Q, distortion power D and apparent power S. 
L.S. Czarnecki investigated these definitions and found that 
the reactive and distortion power defined by Budeanu does 
not relate •to power phenomena in a system containing 
harmonic components. Budeanu's method produces compensation 
issues for the reactive power by the traditional linear 
devices[23]. Also Budeanu' s •distortion power, D lS not 
relative to the waveform distortion, since the value of D 
can be equal to zero, even when the voltage and current 
waveforms are identical. E.W. Kimbark proposes that the 
reactive power of the fundamental har111onic be used as the 
reactive power under nonsinusoidal conditions. The 
distortion power cannot be related to the load parameter, 
since the complexity of the distortion power has not been 
reduced. A reactive compensator cannot be used for 
Kimbark' s reactive power without affecting the distortion 
power, •which lS similar to the problems with Budeanu's 
reactive power compensation[22]. S. Fryze defines the power 
components based on two components of the distorted current, 
the active and reactive current[23]. Fryze's definition 
11 
does not relate reactive power to load properties, and only 
measures source overloading . Reactive compensators cannot 
be designed based on the reactive power definition proposed 
by Fryz e [ 2 2 ] . W. Shepherd and P. Zakikhani contend that 
Fryze's reactive power definition contains an error and 
propose a new definition[23]. The Shepherd and Zakikhani 
power equation does not contain the active power P. When 
the internal inductive impedance of the source produces a 
series resonance with the compensating capacitor, the source 
apparent power will not be optimal . M. Depenbrock used 
current decomposition in power component definitions, that 
uses only the fundamental harmonic of the source voltage and 
the voltage composed of all harmonics, instead of the entire 
source voltage. The new quantities V and Nin Depenbrock's 
reactive power definition are not properly justified . 
•Moreover, the reactive compensator may prevent an increase 
in the power factor of the source due to the quantity N 
[ 2 2] . D. Sharon proposes a reactive power definition and 
power factor improvement to handle the discontinuity in the 
reactive power compensation by linear devices. A.E. Emanuel 
argues for the inclusion of only the active power and 
complementary power in the apparent power definition. N.L. 
Kuster and W.J.M. Moore divide the current into active 
current, inductive current, and residual inductive current 
(or capacitive reactive current and residual capacitive 
current) to define the individual power components for each 
current [ 2 3 J • L.S. Czarnecki argued that the internal 
12 
inductive impedance of sources in power systems will prevent 
Kusters and Moore ' s reactive power defi~ition from resul t ing 
• •in capacitance that lS optimal . Also , a react i ve 
compensator can still compensate the reactive power as 
defined by Kusters and Moore . L . S . Czarnecki improves the 
current defini tions by Kuster and Moore to determine power 
component definitions under nonsinusoidal condit i ons. 
J.H . R . Enslin and J.D . Van Wyk's proposed power component 
definitions relate the reactive power to the cross -
correlation function of the voltage and current . Enslin and 
Van Wyk determined that two separate compensators are 
required for the compensation of the nonlinear load . L . S . 
Czarnecki found the claims by Enslin and Van Wyk to be 
erroneous . The reactive power is not associated with the 
oscillating energy flow, and the deactive power occurs even 
for both a linear and nonlinear load . A single reactive 
compensator can be used to compensate the oscillating ener gy 
when the oscillation •lS the only reason for the source 
apparent power increase[22] . Since these attempts at power 
component definition, many others have been made . Th e 
• •cont i nu i ng issues that the various authors attempt to 
addr ess inc lude the residual component of the apparen t 
p owe r, t h e r espon sibil ity and the administration o f t h e 
h a rmonic distort i on, and the maximization of the power 
f actor[ 23 ]. Many of these theories do not appear to be 
con cerned with p r oviding accurate and well-justified power 
d e finiti o ns[ 24]. 
• • 
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The are several definitions for the apparent power •in 
three-phase systems with unbalanced loads, which is directly 
related to power factor measurement, improvement, and 
•instrumentation. The apparent power is a meaningful 
parameter in power engineering because it is used, •in 
revenue metering, as a network analysis reference value on a 
•per unit basis, and to define the maximum ratings of 
trans formers, motors, and other electrical apparatus [24] . 
W. Stanley and O.B. Shallenberger, were the first to study 
the phase angle between voltage and current. C.P. Steinmetz 
defined the power factor term as the ratio of the average 
power or true power (W) to the apparent power (VA) , to 
represent the utilization of a supplying system. Unbalanced 
polyphase systems create problems with the power factor 
definition[25]. 
Some confusion may arise from the various definitions 
of power factor, due to the numerous interpretations of 
apparent power. Arguments against the power factor 
definition include that it lacks physical meaning and it is 
not useful in compensator design[26]. 
With the increasing amount of harmonic-producing, 
nonlinear loads and the increased distortion of voltage and 
current waveforms, the accuracy of traditional 
instrumentation and measurements involving power components, 
whose scaling is based solely on the fundamental frequency, 
becomes questionable[23]. 
CHAPTER II 
EFFECT OF HARMONIC UNBALANCE ON 
TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS 
Nonlinear devices on a power system produce ha:r rrtoni c 
distortion • A basic understanding of the effect of system 
unbalance, •in the presence of har11tonics I is needed to 
dete:rrrtine proper load models and transformer connections • 
Balanced System Theory 
Symmetrical voltage and/ or current wavefo:rrrts contain 
odd harmonic components and unsymmetrical wavefo:rrr1s contain 
both even and odd harmonic components • The identical nature 
of the positive and negative half cycle eliminates even 
order harmonics[4] • Harmonic currents flow from the source 
of harmonics toward the load • Symmetrical component theory, 
as shown in Table 1 I is a mathematical simulation to change 
•the ABC axis to the positive, negative, and zero sequence • 
Table 1 • 
Har1rtonics and Symmetrical Components 
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If the fundamental and the harmonics are balanced, the 
harrrtonics follow a symmetrical component rotation . With a 
balanced three phase system, under balanced operating 
conditions, the harmonic phase currents and voltages have 
equal magnitudes and a known phase sequence, allowing for 
only one phase of the system to be solved. The harrrtonics 
for a balanced system have specific relationships in each 
phase. The angles of the fundamental frequency rotate in 
the counter clockwise direction and are shifted by 120°. 
The fundamental frequency component of voltage and/ or 
current is represented by the positive sequence phasors as: 
I ti, - I (l) L 0°-a a ( 1) 
I (i > - I (l) L-120°-b a ( 2) 
I (i > 
C ( 3) 
The phase angles for the third harrrtonic are in phase, or 
shifted by 0°, as shown in equations (4)-(6). The third 
harmonic can be represented as the zero sequence component, 
since the phase b current •for example, will lag that in 
phase a by 3 x 120° or 360°, and lead the current in phase c 
by the same angle. 
I <3> I 0° 3 a -- a (
3 'L3 X -- I a < >L 0° ( 4) 
I (3> 
b 
-- I a ()) L3 X (-120°) -- I a (
3 'L 0° ( 5) 
I <3 > - I (J) L3 X 120° -C - a - ( 6) 
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Equations (7)-(9) convert the fifth harmonic into the 
component.negative sequence The fifth harmonic angles are 
shifted by 12 0° in the clockwise direction. The phase b 
voltage and current of the fifth harrrionic lags that in phase 
a by 5 x 120°. The voltage and current in phase c leads 
that in phase a by 5 x (-120°). 
I (5' -- I (5 'L5 x 0° - I (5)L 0°a a - ( 7)a 
I <5) I X(5 )L5 120°
b a ( 8) 
I <5) 
C 
-- I a (
5)L5 X (-120°) ( 9 ) 
With the seventh harrrtonic, the sequence component cycle 
begins to repeat itself (positive, negative, zero), for odd 
harrr1onics as: 
I (7) (7-- I ) L.7 X 0° - I (7 )L 0° a a - a (10) 
I <7' - 7 
b - I a < 'L_7 X (-120°) -- (11) 
I (7' 7 
C 
I < 7 'L_7 X 120° I < >L12 0°. (12)a a 
The above equations show how the angles of the seventh 
' 
ha:r rrtoni c are shifted in a • counter clockwise direction by 
12 0°. Thus, the seventh harrrtonic is represented by positive 
sequence phasers. The phasor diagrams in Figure 1 show the 
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I 
I 
120° I
I 
120° 
•true assumption of symmetrical components for a system in 
which the fundamental and harmonics are balanced. 
FUNDAMENTAL 3RD HARMONIC 
(Positive-seauence} (Zero-Sequence} 
00 
Ic 00 
Ia 
Ic 
Ib 
00 
120° 
Ib 
Ia 
5TH HARMONIC 7TH HARMONIC 
(Neqative-seauence} (Positive-Sequence} 
Ia 
Ic 
Ia
120° 
Ib 
-------►◄ 
Ic 
Ib 
I I 
' ' 
Figure 1. Balanced System Phasor Diagrams 
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Figure 1 displays the 120° phase shift for the positive 
and negative sequence components, and the 0° phase shift for 
the zero sequence. Note that the phase currents Ia, Ib, and 
Ic in Figure 1 will be equal in magnitude for a balanced 
system. 
System Unbalance in the Presence of 
Hax1t1onics 
Unbalanced harmonic sources on the system, such as 
single phase sources and capacitor banks, create conditions 
that cause the entire system to be unbalanced. In the 
presence of unbalance, balanced interpretations are no 
longer applicable. Fo r example, power electronic converters 
supplied with unbalanced voltage produce noncharacteristic 
har11tonics. In many cases, the three-phase harmonics do not 
follow the symmetrical component theory [4] . If unbalance 
occurs in the fundamental or har111onics, then symmetrical 
components is not applicable [1] . An unbalanced harrrionic 
source of the power system creates unbalanced operation, 
which can be represented with phase quantities instead of 
symmetrical components. An unbalanced supply system of a 
converter causes unsymmetrical firing angles of the six SCRs 
and harmonics that do not follow the sequence of symmetrical 
rotation[27]. 
Two sets of actual recorded data obtained from a public 
utility were analyzed in Figures 2 and 3 to demonstrate the 
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effects of unbalance on the application of symmetrical 
component theory. 
Fundamental 3rd Har1oonic 
I I ' ' A 
5th Harmonic 
I B 'I 
I 479.5 
I
143.9673°, 
-------~ 
106.4825°C 
438.1 109.550~ 0 
I 
I A 
I 377.5 
I 
I 
I 
' 
~--
c 
1452.1 
1565.1 
117.5969° 
-----
B 
1378.5 
112.8166° 
------ ~ 
129.~865° 
25.1 
B 
I
83 .11821 
- - - - - - -~ 
153.4789° 
C 
A 37.6 
29.9 
I 
I 
I 
' 
7th Harmonic 
I 'I 
A I 
2 63. 7 
112.9064° 
127.4231° 
◄------- --► B 
199.9 
119.6705° 
C 
197.4,
I 
I 
I 
' 
Figure 2. Harmonic Analysis of the First Set of Recorded 
Data 
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I 
137.3358°1 
115.9182° 
I 
A 
371.0 
471.1 
Figure 3. Harmonic Analysis of the Second Set of Recorded 
Data 
Fundamental 
A 
1561.5 
116.2942 106.746° 
◄----- -- -- ----► 
C 
I 
I 
130. 9~27° B 
1456.5 1381.6 
' 
5th Harmonic 
' I B 
C 
432.0 
I 
l 
I 
' 
3rd Har1ctonic 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
75.~067° 
A 
I 
C 
22.6 29.3 
◄--- -- - -----•
121.3582° 163.0351° 
B 
38.9 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
7th HarrcLonic 
' I 
A 
261.8 
118.2546° 
C 
197.2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
◄- ----- --.,..__ _B_ ♦ 
199.8 
I 127. 9649° 
• • 
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The fundamental and harmonics in Figures 2 and 3 cannot 
be represented by a sequence component, as in the balanced 
case. Symmetrical components cannot be applied in general 
for the two sets of data previously shown, since the 
magnitudes are not equal and the angles are not 120° phase 
shifted as in positive and negative sequence components, or 
in phase as •in zero sequence components. Symmetrical 
components can only be applied to the individual har1rtonic 
components. The third harmonic component cannot be referred 
to as the zero sequence, the fifth har1r1onic component cannot 
be referred to as the negative sequence, and the seventh 
har1nonic component cannot be referred to as the positive 
sequence. 
TransfoI1rter Models in the Presence of 
Unbalance 
•Harmonics in trans f or1r1ers cause an increase in 
parasitic heating problems due to the copper and stray flux 
losses caused by the current harmonics, and the iron losses 
caused by the voltage har1r1onics. At higher order har1rtonic 
frequencies, it is assumed that the step down transfor1rter 
will isolate the load. The delta connection of a 
transformer is of particular importance when considering the 
third harmonic or zero sequence, since it can isolate the 
har1nonic currents from one voltage level to the next [15] . 
With a grounded wye transfor11ter, the third har1c1onics flow in 
the lines and neutral/ground circuits, while in delta or 
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ungrounded systems they cannot exist in line current at all. 
The third harmonics flowing in the neutral or ground may 
create major protection problems. The impedances and type 
of connection of rotating machines, transmission lines, and 
transformers must be modeled to fit each harmonic. Many 
devices, such as power converters produce well-defined 
harmonics. It is crucial to study unbalanced harmonics, to 
detei:111ine an adequate solution certainfor harmonic 
problems. Studying systems with unbalance requires a three­
phase model which properly represents the neutral and ground 
circuits[4]. 
A haLinonic power flow program allows for the 
calculation of har11tonic voltages and currents in a three 
phase balanced or unbalanced network with distributed 
converters. The first step includes a fundamental power 
flow for the ac linear network in which non-linear loads are 
represented by current sources. In the second step, a 
frequency-domain iterative Newton-Raphson method calculates 
the hai:r11onics generated by nonlinear loads [ 2 8] . 
•The matrix modification method, which lS applied to 
•harmonic sensitivity analysis of balanced systems, lS 
considered in the instance of unbalance, allowing hai:1rtonic 
evaluations with considerable reduction of computational 
efforts. Applications such as switching of shunt elements, 
line outages, and feeder configuration are analyzed (26] . 
Methods have been developed using har1r1onic load flows for 
unbalanced systems that solve the har1nonic interaction by 
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means of a Gauss algorithm. This method has limited 
convergence capability, and difficulty in adjusting control 
variables of non-linear loads[28]. 
SuperHar1r1[29] is a harmonic power flow program used to 
obtain balanced and unbalanced har1r~nic calculations[2]. 
The circuit in Figure 4 is simulated using SuperHarm. 
Harmonic 
Source 
1 
-
Bank 3 
' 
13 
y 
Li 
12 
10 
Bank 2 
18 
Bank 1 
-
11 
9 2 
3 
- 6 
7 
Figure 4. A Utility System with Nonlinear Loads 
X - Current Measurement Locations 
4 
5 
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•SuperHarm can be used to analyze various trans f orrrter 
connections. Programs can be written using this software, 
to measure the amount of harmonics at the output of the 
transformer models. The program can model balanced and 
unbalanced systems for each transformer connection. For the 
circuit in Figure 4, which contains a Y-~ transfo:rrrter, the 
harntonic source is fed into the Y side of the transformer. 
For a balanced system, a Y-~ transformer can be used 
to eliminate the third harmonic or zero sequence component. 
This is possible because the zero sequence currents flowing 
from the nonlinear load toward the power system are blocked 
by the Y-~ transfo:r111er. Currents entering on the wye side 
of the transformer are trapped by the delta side, as shown: 
..--. NONLINEAR 
LOAD 
•Primary Side Secondary Side 
Figure 5. Y-~ Transformer Connection 
Within the SuperHarm program, balanced currents are injected 
into the transformer. The measurements obtained on the wye 
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side and delta side of the transformer are shown in Figures 
6 and 7: 
*FUNDAMENTAL *3RD HARMONIC 
{Positive-Sequence) {Zero-Sequence) 
oo' I I 
oo 
Ic Ia 
37 8 A I 12 
I 
10° 378 A Ia oo 
I 124.74 A 
I 
◄------- -~- ------► Ib 
120° 124.74 A 
Ic 
124.74 A 
Ib 
378 A 
*5TH HARMONIC *7TH HARMONIC 
{Negative-Sequence) {Positive-Sequence) 
' I I 
I Ia 
I 
I 75.6 A I I 
I 
Ic I IaI 
1210°Ib 120: 0 52.92 I 52.92 A 
75. 6 A 
-------►◄ 120 ° 
I 
I 
I Ic Ib
I 
I 75.6 A 52.92 A 
I I 
I 
' ' 
Figure 6. Balanced System Current Measurements on the 
Y-Side of the Transfo:r1ner 
* All phasers are not drawn to scale 
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I 
120°, 
120° 
*FUNDAMENTAL *3RD HARMONIC 
{Positive-Sequence} {Zero-Sequence} 
' I I 
I 
I c 
I 00
12.963 A I IA 
12.963 A 
00 
◄------- ------► 
120° 
Ia 
00 
120° 
-~-
12.963 A 
*5TH HARMONIC 
(Negative-Sequence} 
Ia 
2.63 A 
-------►◄ 
Ic 
2.63 A 
I 
I 
' 
*7TH HARMONIC 
{Positive-Sequence} 
' I I 
I 
Ic I 
1.84 A I12,0° 
◄------- -~- ------► 
120° 120° 
Ia 
1.84 A 
Figure 7. Balanced System Current Measurements on the 
~-Side of the Transformer 
* All phasers are not drawn to scale 
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The phasors in Figures 6 and 7 are balanced at all 
frequencies, since the current components are equal 'ln 
magnitude and they are 120° phase shifted for the positive 
and negative sequence components or 0° phase shifted for 
zero sequence components. Based on the results shown in the 
phasors, the system follows the symmetrical component 
rotation as expected. The difference in the current values 
between the wye side (Figure 6) and delta side (Figure 7) of 
the transformer is a result of the turns ratio of the 
transformer. The phasor diagram for the third harrttonic in 
Figure 7 shows that 'the third ha:rrctonic lS completely 
filtered by the Y-11 transfo:rrtter, expected, aas for 
completely balanced system. 
The phasers in Figures 8 and 9 are unbalanced •ln the 
fundamental and in the harmonic components. The magnitudes 
for each phase of each component are not equal and they are 
shifted by unequal angles. Thus, the assumption that the 
third ha:r11tonic is filtered by the Y-11 transforr11er does not 
hold true for the unbalanced systems. Utilities that apply 
this type of 'transformer in error, to rid the system of 
harmonics, will experience unexplained system distortion. 
To eliminate system harmonics in the case of unbalance, 
other methods should be applied, such as a shunt filter, 
phase multiplication, or harmonic injection. Sequence 
components cannot be applied before or after the har111onics 
are filtered by the transforrner because the applicable 
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calculations will not result in the proper symmetrical 
component rotation. 
*FUNDAMENTAL *3RD HARMONIC 
' I I 
I 
I 
A I 
I 
16100Ia Ic 
99 A 
Ia 
345 A 378 A 
*STH HARMONIC 
Ib 
185° 
9 5'o 
I 
re 
300 
124.74 A 
-----► 
100° 
Ib 
'113.85 A 
*7TH HARMONIC 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
Ia I160: 0 Ic 
Ia 160° Ib75.6 A 
145°1 
-------► 
55 
60 A 
52.92 
-55°----► 
48. 3 A
◄- ◄----° 
Ib re 
I 69 A 42 A 
I 
' 
I 
I 
' 
Figure 8. Unbalanced System Current Measurements on the 
Y-Side of the Transfornier 
* All phasors are not drawn to scale 
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*FUNDAMENTAL *3RD HARMONIC 
' I I 
I Ic 
12.746 A 
Ib 
10.547 A 
Ia 
I 
I 
I 
I 
13~.8° 
------► 
124.8° 
4.429 A 
3.676 AIa 
8.632 A 
Ic 
3.282 A 
◄-------
133.4°1 
I 
Ib 
*STH HARMONIC *7TH HARMONIC 
' I 
Ic 
I 
Ia '155.1° Ib 
1.819 A ~-.......? 
90.3° 
------► 
2.002 A 
◄-------
Ia 
Ib
2.683 A 
1.207 A 
106.8 ° 
◄------- -------► 
2.77 A154. 5:o Ic 1 
I
0. 845 ,A 
I 
I 
I 
' 
Figure 9. Unbalanced System Current Measurements on the 
d-Side of the Transformer 
* All phasors are not drawn to scale 
CHAPTER III 
LOAD MODELS 
There is• increasing concern over the non-linear loads 
that create voltage and ha:r1r1onic current distortion •in a 
power system. Some methods to handle the system distortion 
include altering the loads to reduce harmonic currents, 
canceling the harmonic current components, and developing 
technologies to protect equipment. To dete:r1r1ine the best 
method to handle harmonic distortion, it is very important 
to conduct ha:r1r1oni c • •studies. Difficulties arise in 
calculating voltage and current ha:rrrtonic components •in 
distribution systems when the load models are inaccurate. 
To properly simulate and predict the effect of ha:r1r1onic 
values produced from various sources, realistic models are 
required[30]. 
N-Pulse Converter Drive Current Source 
Model 
Accurate ha:r1r1onic load flow algorithms can be used to 
study harmonics, provided that the power components are 
modeled accurately. The current injection method to model 
non-linear loads in the •frequency domain lS only an 
approximation, since the current injection magnitudes are 
not taken from actual load measurements. Frequency domain 
load models require the specification of a voltage and 
current relationship, which can be difficult to obtain for 
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the fundamental and all the harmonic components. With the 
specified voltage and current relationship in the time 
domain method, it is possible to include load side 
parameters, operating conditions, and the AC side bus 
voltage in the modeling of each component for a non-linear 
load. The model proposed in (16] uses the Electromagnetic 
Transients Program (EMTP) [14] to create a time domain 
controlled current source model for a n-pulse converter 
drive. The two assumptions concerning thyristors for this 
model are that (1) the thyristors are ideal, and (2) they 
can be modeled as time controlled switches. The required 
number of simulated thyristor functions is reduced by one 
half. This allows for a wider range of operation [16]. 
Figure 10 is a diagram of the modeled circuit containing the 
n-pulse drive. 
VSA VMA VA 
VSB VMB VB 
vsc VMC vc 
V ( t) r ' I 
N-PULSE 
DRIVE 
Figure 10. N-Pulse Equivalent Circuit Diagram 
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Harmonic output for the converter drive is highly 
variable. An example for a six-pulse converter is used in 
Table 2 to show the current distortion levels as a percent 
of the fundamental from the IEEE-519 Standard[15]. 
Table 2. 
Standard Harmonic Current Components for a Six Pulse Drive 
HARMONIC IEEE-519 STANDARD 
2 
3 
4 
5 0.200 
7 0.143 
The harmonic current components are obtained using the 
newly developed model for then-pulse drive for a balanced 
system, which is explained in further detail in Appendix A~ 
These results are tabulated in Table 3 and compared with the 
theoretical values in Table 2. The proposed model displays 
the expected harmonic distortion with the balanced system 
model. There is also some unbalance between phases a, b, 
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and c, which is a result of the nonlinearities within the 
drive even in the balanced case. 
Table 3. 
Harmonic Current Components of a Six Pulse Drive Resu l ts 
from EMTP Simulations 
•HaritLOillC Phase A Phase B Phase C 
3 0.007921 0.004861 0 . 004245 
5 0.209913 0.216921 0.217356 
7 0.121992 0.117102 0.116987 
The current results from the proposed n-pulse model are used 
within SuperHarm[29] to obtain the harmonic voltage 
distortion at each bus. In Figure 11, the SuperHarm results 
are plotted along with the harmonic voltage distortion 
results obtained directly from EMTP to show their 
similarities. The values for the two methods are almost 
equal for the balanced system. The harmonic voltage 
distortion is almost nonexistent, except at the bus where 
the load lS• connected. In the unbalanced n-pulse model 
results in Figure 12, the harmonic voltage distortion at 
every bus increases due to the unbalanced system. The 
difference between the SuperHarm and EMTP results becomes 
evident at the bus to which then-pulse converter drive is 
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connected. It •lS important to dete:rrrtine which software 
properly takes into account unbalance within the 
calculations, to ensure correct measurements at then-pulse 
drive bus. 
THIRD HARMONIC RESULTS 
0.4 
~ 
~ 0. 3 .._,, • SuperHarmQ 0 .. 2 ' = __._.EMTP~ 0.1p.; 
0 
VSA VMA VA 
BUS NAMES 
FIFTH HARMONIC RESULTS 
_....__. 15 
~ 10 
Q · • SuperHarm·.. ·= ~ 5 ~EMTP 
~ - 0 
. VSA VMA VA 
BUS NAMES 
.. 
SEVENTH HARMONIC RESULTS . 
• SuperHar1tt 
..._.,EMT 
VMA VA 
. . BUS NAMES. : ' 
·. . . ...... . . 
Figure 11. Comparison of VTHD Between SuperHarrrt and EMTP 
Using a 6-Pulse Drive in a Balanced System 
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VSA 
-:-. 
FIFTH HARMONIC RESULTS 
~ 
N 3 O 
'-' 
4 0 -,------------------------------------
• SuperHarmca 20 
..._.__EMTP~ 10 
~ 0 
VSA VMA VA 
BUS NAMES 
SEVENTH HARMONIC RESULTS 
,..__ 2 0 .....------------------------
~ 15 
• SuperHa1.1nca 1 0 _: .. =
'-' 
· s R EMTP~ - • 
VMA VA 
BUS NAMES 
Figure 12. Compariso n o f VTHD Between SuperHarm and EMTP 
Using a 6-Pulse Driv e in an Unbalanced System 
Arc Furnace Time Domain Voltage Source 
Model 
The are different types of arcing devices. Fluorescent 
lighting for large office buildings, arc lighting for 
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highways and parking lots, and arc furnaces, have similar 
harmonic characteristics. It is important to model the non-
linear arc furnace loads that produce harmonics accurately 
to determine the problems created in power systems. Load 
modeling in frequency and time domains is based on the use 
of one or more of the following operating principles: rated 
v-i• characteristics, empirical formulas (arc 
radius/length/voltage/current), voltage source models, 
actual recorded quantities (current injection or nonlinear 
and time-varying resistor models), and stochastic processes. 
The time domain controlled voltage source model for an arc 
furnace, using EMTP, • •• is based on a piece wise linear 
approximation of the v-i characteristic of the arc furnace 
load. The non-symmetric v-i characteristic, which produces 
both even and odd harmonics, is a more accurate reflection 
of an arc furnace load. It is necessary to include the 
active power consumed by the arc furnace since any change in 
this power results in a change in the harmonic voltages and 
currents. The model is dependent on operating conditions 
because it includes the active power consumed by the load. 
Arc resistance variation deter1nines whether the load model 
represents dynamic or static arc characteristics [16). In 
the arc furnace circuit diagram, Figure 13, bus PCA, B, C 
represents the point of common coupling. Bus VMA,B,C is the 
arc furnace bus that will be impacted more significantly by 
nonlinearities. 
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vsabc PCabc VMabc 
V ( t) 
Figure 13. Arc Furnace Circuit Diagram 
Table 4 includes the arc furnace har11tonic voltage 
percentages from the IEEE-519 Standard, that can be used for 
harn1onic analysis. This distortion may be present even when 
the wavefor1r1 appears sinusoidal. Using the developed arc 
furnace balanced model, and the EMTP, the harn1onic current 
components are obtained. The results are tabulated in Table 
5 and compared with the theoretical values in Table 4. The 
differences in the results in Tables 4 and 5 are due to the 
fact that the time domain model takes the nonlinear nature 
of the arc furnace into account. Also the results in Table 
5 have a higher degree of accuracy than the standard table 
of the ha:r1r1onic current components, since the time domain 
solution takes the load variation into account. 
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Table 4. 
Standard Ha:rrnonic Voltage Components for an Arc Furnace 
HARMONIC HARMONIC CURRENT 
COMPONENTS 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
5% 
10% 
3% 
20% 
8% 
Table 5. 
Har1r1onic Voltage Components of an Arc Furnace Results from · 
EMTP Simulations 
Hai:monic Phase A Phase B Phase C 
3 31.6242% 31.6199% 31.6255% 
5 15.4179% 15.4112% 15.4203% 
7 7.8132% 7.8040% 7.8147% 
SuperHarrrt and EMTP are the two software packages used 
to obtain the harmonic voltage distortion at each bus for 
the arc furnace model in Figure 14. The buses further away 
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from the arc bus with a balanced system, will not be 
affected by distortion, as with bus VSA . 
THIRD HARMONIC 
40 
N 
~ 
3 o 
"' 20 ♦ SuperHar1nQ 
t= 10t, ■ EMTP 
0 
VSA PCA VMA 
NODE NAME 
FIFTH HARMONIC 
..-.. 20 
N 
"' 10 
,. 
♦ SuperHarmA = ll EMTP ... - . ~ 0 - ' - . 
VSA PCA VMA 
NODE NAME 
SEVENTH HARMONIC 
""' 10 ----------------------------N 
5 ♦ superHarm"' A 
I::= IIEMTPI>-
PCA VMA 
' 
NODE NAME 
VSA 
Figure 14. Comparison of VTHD Between SuperHarm and EMTP 
Using the Arc Furnace in a Balanced System 
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Figure 15 shows how the unbal a n c e in a power system causes 
SuperHarm a nd EMTP to produce d ifferent results at al l 
buses. Fo r the arc furnace , a n ina ccurate method to obta i n 
voltage and current measurements for an unbalanced system 
will give erroneous results. This becomes cri t i cal if t he 
distortion is high. 
VSA 
VSA 
THIRD HARMONIC 
PCA 
NODE NAM ES 
FIFTH HARMONIC 
PCA 
NOD E NAME 
SEVENTH HARMONIC 
VMA 
VMA 
♦ SuperHarm 
IIEMTP 
. 
, • SuperHarm
I 
. 11 EMT P 
•, . 
... 
•, 
VSA PCA 
NODE NAME 
VMA 
♦ SuperHarm 
&EMTP 
Figur e 1 5. Comparison of VTHD Between SuperHarm and EMTP 
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Using the EMTP, which can handle nonlinear devices 
directly, is more accurate than using the SuperHarrn program, 
which cannot handle the nonlinear characteristics of the arc 
furnace or the load variations directly. 
Corru;>arison of Single Phase and Three 
Phase Arc Furnace Model 
Arc Furnace single and three phase time domain voltage 
source models are proposed in [16]. The arc impedances are 
asymmetri c and variable, which may cause single phase 
results to be inco rrec t , f o r a balanc ed or unbalanced 
sys t em [2 5 ] . With the single phase model, the system is 
forced to be balanced. The different operating conditions 
within a three phase load can create unbalance in the 
system. The single phase and three phase models must be 
analyzed and compared t o deter111ine which model will •give 
more accurate results in the presence of unbalance. A more 
detailed description of the arc furnace model is provided in 
Appendix B. 
Single Phase Arc Furnace Model 
The arc furnace model incorporates the power consumed 
on a per phase basis. degree of mayThe desired unbalance 
be obtained by varying the power component within EMTP from 
phase to phase. For the single phase model, each phase of 
the initial componentpower is varied by a •certain 
percentage, keeping either one or two of the phase powers as 
a reference. •Then the average value of the three powers is 
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an input to the single phase arc furnace EMTP model. The 
time domain data obtained from EMTP is• first processed 
through MATLAB (31], then through EXCEL [32], to obtain the 
final RMS values. Figure 16 shows the single phase process. 
p ~ eq EMTP 
v(t)­
MATLAB 
(FFT ) 
V 
h 
i ( t) 
EXCEL 
IRMS 
Figure 16. Method of Single Phase Model Calculations 
v(t) and i(t) are the time points that are obtained 
from EMTP. Vh and Ih components in Figure 16, which are 
calculated for the fundamental and all harmonic components, 
result from the FFT performed on the time points in MATLAB . 
The RMS voltage and current quantities are calculated •in 
Equations (12) and (13) by using the EXCEL program. 
-- (12) 
1RMS -- (13) 
where h = harmonic order 
In Figures 17-20 and 22-25, all percentage variations among 
the phases are based on the active power component base of 
25.4 MW. Figures 17-20 show the voltage and current 
percentage magnitudes used in Equations (12) and (13), for 
the designated variations on one phase of the power 
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component in the EMTP. The voltage distortion is unco~r~nly 
higher than the current distortion, since the measurements 
are taken at the arc furnace bus. 
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Results in Figures 19 and 20 show that the percentage 
magnitude of harmonic voltage and/or current components may 
decrease in the case of two phase variation, as referenced 
to the fundamental components. However, the fundamental 
component may increase with the percentage of unbalance, 
which is not shown in these figures. It is also impossible 
to dete:r1r1ine which phase of the power component •lS 
unbalanced, since the average of the three phase quantities 
is used in the single phase arc furnace model. 
Three Phase Arc Furnace Model 
For the three phase model, each phase of the initial 
power component is varied by a certain percentage. Then the 
power for each phase is an input to the three phase arc 
furnace EMTP model . The time domain voltage and current 
'data for each phase lS obtained from the EMTP, and 
transformed to frequency domain using the FFT function in 
MATLAB. The RMS and equivalent values are calculated using 
EXCEL, as shown in Figure 21. 
Pa-.. 
EMTP 
V ( t) 
MATLAB 
(FFT ) 
abc 
I 
Pb-.. abc EXCEL 
i ( t)pc-.. I 
eqabc 
Figure 21. Method of Calculation for the Three Phase Model 
' abc 
Equations (14) and (15) calculate the RMS values of all 
voltage and current components, for each phase as shown: 
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Vabc = (14) 
where p = phases a,b,c and 
h = harmonic order 
N 
1abc = I Iph2 (15) 
h=l 
where p = phases a,b,c and 
h = harmonic order. 
The values Vabc and Iabc are then used •in equations 
(16) and (17), which calculate the voltage and current 
equivalent for the three phase system as follows: 
+ VC 2 - (16)-
3 
I 2 + I 2 
-
a + C 
• (17)-
3 
Figures 22-25 show the percentage magnitude of voltage 
and current used in Equations (14) and (15), for the 
•variations on one and two phases of the power component in 
EMTP. Again the harmonic values are shown as a percent of 
the fundamental, yet phase a can be used as reference to 
show the unbalance between the phases. Unlike the single 
phase model results, the three phase model does show the 
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specific phase where the variation occurs. It is also 
possible to determine whether one or two different phases 
are unbalanced from the diagrams. 
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Figures 26 and 27 are shown to further demonstrate the 
difference in the results for the single phase and three 
-------
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phase arc furnace models. Figure 26 shows the results for a 
system in which all three phases of the power components are 
unbalanced by different amounts. Only the increased 
harmonics will possibly be evident, if the fundamental value 
is known. 
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From the three phase model in Figure 27, it is evident 
that none of the phases are equally unbalanced. 
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In an effort to calculate the disparities between the 
single phase arc furnace model and three phase model for a 
balanced or unbalanced system, the voltage and current 
deviations are determined. Equations (18) and (19) 
demonstrate how to calculate the voltage and current 
deviations between the one phase and three phase model. The 
results of equations (12) and (16) are used in the voltage 
deviation calculation: 
% Voltage Difference -- Veg I . (18)I VRMS 
•The results of equations (13) and (17) are used in the 
current deviation calculation: 
% Current Difference -- I Ieq (19) · 
In Figures 28 and 29, the difference in voltage and 
current percentage is calculated for one phase and two phase 
variations. The x-axis represents the percentage variation 
of the original power components of each phase, which are 
the input to the arc furnace EMTP model. Figures 28 and 29 
•show that as the percentage of unbalance increases, the 
difference in the voltage and current components for the 
single phase and three phase arc furnace model becomes 
greater. The use of the three phase model allows for a more 
detailed and accurate study of the effect of unbalance. 
::
.
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CHAPTER IV 
CALCULATION OF POWER COMPONENTS IN 
UNBALANCED POWER SYSTEMS 
There are many differences in opinion of power 
component definitions for power systems with nonsinusoidal 
voltages and currents. This discord could possibly be 
•causing the lack of economic incentives to research 
nonsinusoidal systems and reduce harrrtonic distortion [32] . 
This issue is unresolved due to the lack of attention on the 
physical phenomena that affect the power properties, the 
small quantity of equipment designed to calculate power 
•quantities, and some errors in the initial theory 
development of the power properties of circuits with 
•nonsinusoidal waveforms[34]. As energy costs increase, the 
concern for a consensus on power properties of unbalanced 
•systems increases. Some methods have approached this issue 
by studying the sinusoidal properties of the active, 
reactive and apparent powers[22]. 
Many of the definitions for both the apparent power and 
power factor involve symmetrical component theory, which is 
no longer applicable when the system and harrrtonic components 
are unbalanced. In an effort to define an accurate ter1ct for 
the apparent power for a three phase unbalanced system, the 
equivalent apparent power term is revisited. 
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Eguivalent AQQarent Power 
The equation for the three phase equivalent apparent 
• 
power in reference [11], is given in equation (20) as 
follows: 
( 2 0) 
where 
+ V 2C and (21)
3 
+ I C 2 
• (22)
3 
Equation (2 0) can be solved for the fundamental and all 
harmonic values. However, the system may be balanced, but 
the harmonic components are still unbalanced. Also, 
equations (21) and (22) do no t include phase angles that may 
introduce unbalance. 
Three Phase AQQarent Power 
The three phase apparent power calculation does not 
involve the balanced assumption. The active power component 
is calculated using the standard equation (23), as shown: 
N 
PJ.p = L vhrh cos eh (23) 
h=l 
where p = phases a,b,c 
h = harmonic order 
N = number of harmonic components in each phase. 
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The apparent power for each phase • JS then defined by 
equation (24) as shown: 
( 2 4) 
where P = phases a,b,c. 
ls1pl in equation (24) is the magnitude of the apparent 
power, and IVI and III are the rrrts voltage and current values. 
The power factor and angle for each phase are calculated by 
equations (25) and (26). 
PF= cos0 = ( 2 5) 
( 2 6) 
•The apparent power for each phase, from equation (24) , l.S 
vectorially added to obtain the three phase apparent power 
( S3p) and the overall power factor in equation (27) as 
'shown: 
( 27) 
The magnitudes of Sa, and are obtained •using 
equation (24), and the angle for each phase is obtained 
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using equations (25) and (26). The real part of S3p is the 
three phase active power. lSThe imaginary value of S3p • 
not defined as the reactive power, but it includes the 
reactive power, distortion power, and any other components 
such as uncommon harmonics. 
Study of Power System Unbalance 
The unbalance in a power system can deteriorate the 
performance and efficiency of power systems and degrade 
power quality. Interactions between power components and 
system unbalance have not been well defined. 'Two previous 
methods were proposed to characterize unbalance in a power 
•system. The first method defined in [ 3 5] , involves 
characterizing the unbalance by a an unbalance factor (UBF) 
ratio as shown in equation (28). 
-X
UBF = ( 2 8) 
-where X = negative sequence voltage / current component 
and x+ = positive sequence voltage / current component 
The drawback of this method is that the unbalance factor is 
only calculated for the positive and negative sequence 
component of the fundamental value. This means that the 
•unbalance caused by the harmonic components 1S not 
•considered. The phase angles are not included in this 
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calculation, which would allow for uncharacteristic harmonic 
components. Most importantly, as proven previously, 
symmetrical component •theory cannot be applied in the 
instance of an unbalanced system and/or unbalanced har1ctonic 
components. 
•The second method proposed in [ 11] involves the 
definition for apparent power in equation (29). 
( 2 9) 
( 3 0) 
and s~1 = the unbalanced fundamental apparent power. 
In equation ( 3 0) , the use of the positive sequence 
components and is erroneous in the presence of 
system unbalance. 
ProQosed Unbalance Measure 
A new method is• proposed to accurately measure 
unbalance in the presence of harrrtonics. The method does not 
require the FFT, since the FFT is not applicable when the 
waveforms •are non-stationary. The unbalance lS 
characterized by an unbalance ratio. The RMS value of each 
phase is calculated via the RMS value of the wavefo.rrris, for 
each cycle as shown in equation (31). 
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Xa,b,c = (31) 
where x(n) = sample number at the nth point and 
N = total number of samples per cycle 
The quantity X can represent the power system voltage or 
current, depending on the wavefor1r1. Unbalance can be 
measured on a per phase basis by equation (32) as shown 
below: 
Up= (32) 
where p = phases a,b,c and 
+ X C 2 
• ( 3 3)Xeq = 
3 
If the system is balanced Xp = Xeq and consequently 
Up = 1. This however does not convey the idea of an 
•unbalanced system. Thus, a measure of unbalance, u lS 
defined in equation (34) such that it takes on the value 0 
when there is complete balance and the value 1, when there 
is complete unbalance. Complete unbalance in the system is 
defined as the absence of two phases. 
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u&, per+ uf>, per + u6, per1 u = * 100 ( 3 4)
31
21--
/3 
= ( Xpwhere - 1)Up,per 
Xeq 
p = phases a,b,c 
•The proposed unbalance method lS used to study and 
characterize unbalance in power systems using both simulated 
quantities from the developed load model and actual utility 
measurements taken at an arc furnace installation. With the 
simulated data, the power components in the arc furnace 
model are varied by the designated percentages. MATLAB[31] 
is used to perforr11 the unbalance calculations on the 
simulated data. The total percentage of unbalance, U, for 
the voltage and current simulated data is listed in Table 6. 
Table 6. 
Unbalance Measure for Simulated Data 
Unbalance Measure(U) 
for Voltage 
Unbalance Measure(U) 
for Current 
10% 
Unbalanced 6.1164 5.6382 
20% 
Unbalanced 17.2158 10.6653 
30% 
Unbalanced 28.2644 13.7231 
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Figure 30 is a plot of actual current data taken at the arc 
furnace bus of an actual utility system. Unlike the 
simulated data, the RMS value for each cycle is changing. 
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Figure 30. Current Waveform Data of an Actual System 
Containing an Arc Furnace 
• • 
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MATLAB is again used to calculate U for the current data in 
Figure 30. Figure 31 also shows the variation from cycle to 
cycle by showing the u for each cycle. 
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Figure 31. Unbalance Measure of an Actual System Containing 
an Arc Furnace 
The various calculations for the single phase and three 
phase model show the importance of load operating 
conditions. 
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Unbalance Measure to AQQarent Power 
The unbalance measure can be used to show that both the 
equivalent and three phase apparent power 
• 
•increase proportionally with •the increase in system 
unbalance for the arc furnace model (Figure 32) and the N-
Pulse Drive (Figure 33) • 
Arc Furnace Results for Unequal Single Phase Voltage 
and Current Unbalance 
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Figure 32 • Arc Furnace Apparent Power Calculation 
Comparisons 
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N-Pulse Unequal· Single Phase Voltage and 
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Figure 33 • N-Pulse Drive Apparent Power Calculation 
Comparisons 
The unbalance measure equivalent power, and three' 
phase power calculations are calculated for different 
percentages of unequal voltage and current unbalance on a 
single phase • In the unlikely occurrence of equal voltage 
and current unbalance, the equivalent and three phase power 
measurements are equal due to the equal angles for theI 
three phase calculation that allows for the addition of the 
magnitudes • As the unbalance measure increases theI 
difference between the two apparent power calculations 
•increases • 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
Conclusions 
The random occurrence of asymmetric loads has created 
t I 
an increasing amount of unbalance in power systems. There 
is
• 
concern as to the effects of unbalance because customer 
loads may be affected by the asymmetries. The unbalance 
leads to uncharacteristic harmonic components that prevent 
smooth power system operation. 
When a power system is unbalanced, the magnitudes may 
be unequal or the angles may be shifted unequally. The 
unbalance will prevent the application of symmetrical 
component theory in general. The angles may not be in phase 
to allow the zero sequence component to represent the third 
ha:r1r1onic component, or phase-shifted by 12 0° to allow the 
negative and positive sequence components to represent the 
fifth and seventh harmonic, respectively. This will prevent 
the Y-d transformer from filtering the third ha:rrr1onic when 
the system or harmonic components are unbalanced. 
A detailed study of harmonic unbalance can be conducted 
using three phase load models, such as the arc furnace and 
n-pulse, that accurately describe unbalance due to the load 
operation or characteristics. The models may be in the 
frequency or time domain depending on the requirements of 
the harmonic analysis. 
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The disagreement over the definition of power 
components prevents the advancement of these definitions for 
an unbalanced system. Many equations involve inaccurate 
assumptions that produce erroneous results. It is clear 
that the apparent power components must be solved for each 
phase, in the presence of unbalance. The three phase power 
calculation provides a value for the three phase apparent 
power and power factor that does not force the system to be 
balanced or exclude phase angles. 
The unbalance measure characterizes unbalance and 
•harmonic distortion in power systems, which could set 
industrial standards • •for the operation of sensitive power 
system loads. This unbalance measure can also be used to 
show the inaccuracy of apparent power calculations. 
Future Research 
There is a need for future research on transfo1:...1rter 
connections that will filter the third harmonic in the 
presence of unbalance. A better understanding must be 
reached concerning the function of the delta winding of a 
transfoirner. 
The modeling of harn1onic loads requires further study 
to handle load variations properly. Several sets of data 
are needed to conduct the study adequately. Models should 
also include dynamic loads. 
•Increased efforts are needed in the area of power 
component definitions to deterrrtine the effect of system 
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unbalance on the calculation of all power components. The 
unbalance measure should be further studied to dete:rrrtine if 
load balancing schemes can be designed using the results, 
•and the importance of this measure in power components 
definitions. 
' 
APPENDICES 
• 
Appendix A 
Development of N-Pulse Load Model 
The time domain controlled current source model for n­
pulse converter operation in [16] is based on a mathematical 
representation of the operation of a thyristor, the 
thyristor function. The conducting or blocking state of the 
thyristor can be described by the binary logic O or 1, as a 
function of time. This is shown in Figure A-1. 
T (t) l 
0 time 
Figure A-1. Thyristor Function 
The mathematical representation for a thyristor 
function is given in equation (A.l). 
0 0 ~ t ~ t1 
T(t) = 1 t1 < t ~ t2 (A .1) 
0 t2 < t ~ 00 
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It is possible to model the operation of then-pulse 
converter drive in terms of thyristor functions, since the 
gating sequence is known. Equation (A.2) shows the suitable 
adaptation of the thyristor function. 
n = (2k + l) m, k = 0, l, 2 ... (A. 2) 
In equation (A.2), n represents the pulse number, m 
represents the number of phases, and k is positive integer 
values. 
Three Phase Converter 
From equatio n (A.2 ) , the voltage on the load side is 
obtained by equation (A.3). 
(A. 3) 
The voltages at A and B are related to the AC source 
voltages as shown in equations (A.4) and (A.5): 
uA ( t) = T1 ( t) ea ( t) + T3 (t) eb ( t) + Ts (t) ec ( t) (A. 4) 
UB (t) = T4 (t) ea (t) + T6 (t) eb (t) + T2 (t) ec (t). (A. 5) 
In equations (A.4) and (A.5), Ti represents the thyristor 
function for the ith thyristor. The subtraction of the two 
equations results in equation (A.6): 
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(A. 6) 
The thyristor •functions for each thyristor pair, 
Tr3(t), and Tc(t), are defined as in equation (A.7) : 
TA ( t) = T1 ( t) - T 4 ( t) 
TB ( t ) = T3 ( t ) - T6 ( t ) . (A . 7) 
Tc ( t ) = T5 ( t ) - T2 ( t ) 
This allows for the circuit in Figure A-1 to be represented 
by the equivalent circuit in Figure A-2. 
' 
A 
LL 
1L 
B 
Figure A-2. Equivalent Converter Circuit 
The back EMF, E in Figure A-2 allows the model to 
include machine dynamics. Equation (A.8) is the equation 
required to solve for the load current i L ( t) , using load 
resistance and inductance. 
(A. 8) 
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Equation (A. 9) uses thyristor functions and the load 
current on the DC side to describe a three phase controlled 
current source feeding a DC machine. These parameters are 
dependent on the DC load parameters. The line currents on 
the AC side are calculated for each phase. 
ia (t) = TA (t) iL (t) 
ib (t) = TB (t) iL (t) (A. 9) 
ic (t) = Tc (t) iL (t) 
Single Phase Converter 
The development of the single phase controlled current 
source model involves a single phase thyristor converter, as 
shown in Figure A-3. 
• 
1L 
A 
Tl T3 
•
1 a RL 
X 
e a(t) 
LLy UL 
' B 
Figure A-3. Single Phase Thyristor Converter Feeding an RL 
Load 
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Figure A-3 allows the load side voltage to be determined by 
equation (A.10) as shown: 
(A.10) 
The voltages at A and points X and Ux are related, and 
those at Bare related to the points Y and Uy, as defined 
in equations (A.11) and (A.12). 
U A ( t ) = Tl ( t ) U X ( t ) + T3 ( t ) Uy ( t ) (A.11) 
UB ( t) = T4 ( t) Ux ( t) + T2 ( t) Uy ( t) (A.12) 
where Ti= thyristor function of the ith 
thyristor 
The result of the difference between equations (A.11) · 
and (A.12) is given in equation (A.13). 
UL (t) = (T1 (t) - T4 (t)) Ux (t) + (T3 (t) - T2 (t)) Uy (t) (A.13) 
The following holds true for a single phase converter 
drive: 
' 
T]_(t) = T2(t) 
'13 (t) = T4 (t) . 
• • 
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Also, T1 (t) and 'IJ (t) are displaced by 180°, which 
allows equation (A.13) to be changed as in equation (A.14). 
UL(t) = (T1(t) -T4(t))ea(t) 
= (Ti ( t ) - T3 ( t ) ) ea ( t ) (A.14) 
= TA ( t) ea (t) 
where TA ( t) = (Tl (t) - T3 ( t ) ) 
Equation (A.14 ) can be used with equation (A.8) to solve the 
load current iL(t) using load resistance and inductance. 
The line current on the AC side lS calculated in 
equation (A .15) and the single phase controlled current 
source converter is described. 
(A.15)ia(t) = TA(t)iL(t) 
Further detail of the single and three phase n-pulse 
converter drives is provided in [16]. 
• 
' 
AQQendix B 
Develo12ment of Arc Furnace Load Model 
•The arc furnace model lS based on the v-1• 
characteristic of the arc furnace load, shown in Figure B-1. 
actual 
V 
•lg 
voltage , , ', model 
V 
ex 
B 
0 
current
• •
l l 
1 2 
D 
C 
Figure B-1. Actual and Piece-Wise Linear Approximation of 
the Arc Furnace V-I Characteristic 
Equation (B.1) defines the piece-wise linear 
approximation of the v-i characteristic in the first 
quadrant. 
i Rl , 0 ~ i ~ i1 
( B .1)
v = iR2 + Vig(l - R2 ),i1 <is;; i2 
Rl 
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where and 
i2 = Vex - Vig ( 1 -
R1 represents the slope of segment OA. R2 represents 
the slope of AB. Vig and Vex represent the arc ignition and 
extinction voltages of the arc respectively. The tern1 i1 
is the ignition current and i2 is the extinction current 
shown in the first quadrant of Figure B-1. 
•Equation (B.2) defines the arc resistance, since 
the power consumed by the arc furnace load and the area 
under the piece wise linear v-i characteristic are equal. 
V . 21g 
(B. 2) 
( p + 
For any power consumption, P, a similar V-l.
• 
characteristic with a different slope can be obtained, based 
on the assumption that Vig, Vex, and R2 do not change. 
The operating condition, of the arc furnace determines the 
applicable v-i characteristic. The static load model for 
the arc furnace load may be obtained using equations 
(B.1) and (B.2). 
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The dynamic arc furnace load model considers periodic 
and stochastic changes of the arc resistance about the value 
, 
R1 for different loading conditions between the arc 
resistance and arc length/radius. The arc resistance for 
sinusoidal variation is defined in equation (B.3). 
R1 (t) = R1 [l + sin(wf t)] (B. 3) 
where Wf= flicker frequency 
The arc resistance for band limited white noise variation is 
defined as shown in equation (B.4): 
R1(t) = Rl + BLW (B. 4) 
where BLW = band limited white noise with zero mean. 
Equation ( B. 5) shows how the total input power 
requirement of the arc furnace is satisfied. 
•
(B. 5) 
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Based on the equations provided, the model for the arc 
furnace load is shown in Figure B-2. The model allows for 
the choice of a static or dynamic model. The arc furnace is 
described in more detail in [16]. 
Static Model 
Initial Conditions 
Average Power 
Dynamic Model 
Sinusoidal 
Arc Resistance Controlled 
Variation Voltage 
White Noise Source 
Figure B-2. Arc Furnace Model 
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